FIRST NETWORK FOR PROFESSIONNAL OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT

Create by Credit Managers for Credit Managers
AFDCC
Founded in 1970

TRAINING CESSION

EVENTS

WORKING GROUPS

CREDIT DAY
EVENTS

Presential or at a distance

BREAKFACT, DINNER & DINNER & EVENING DEBATE /AFTERWORKS

Friendly exchanges around a theme between counterparts and/or with the presence of an expert, followed or preceded by a sweet/salty welcome.

CAREER FOCUS

• In partnership with Hays, we support all professionals who are attentive to the job market in the fields of Credit Management to help them build their careers and in their research.

WEBINARS

• Video exchanges with experts on a topic and between counterparts via the dedicated chat.

WORKING GROUPS

Progress and exchange among professionals throughout the year by providing expertise and knowledge while benefiting from others. Real places of exchange and sharing, the work done on these occasions are then returned to all members.
Events at Paris, Regions and DOM-TOM

Visit the AFDCC website to learn all about your Regional Delegation

Event everywhere in France
4 BIG EVENTS PER YEAR

**Innovation day**

The credit management industry is constantly evolving and technological innovations are disrupting the daily lives of financial professionals. Our members are up to date with the latest developments!

**Delay of payments manifestation**

The Credit Management environment is constantly evolving and technological innovations are disrupting the daily lives of finance professionals. Our Members are up to date on new products!

**Return event**

Each year, we offer our Members a major event on an economic theme.

**Credit day**

The only annual meeting of the Credit Management business lines! More than 450 Credit Managers with whom to discuss a day at conferences and workshops but also loyal partners who support our Association and this event year after year.
A TRAINING OFFER

Presential or at a distance or hybrid

INTER TRAINING

An offer built by Credit Managers for Credit Managers

Several decades ago, the Association set up a comprehensive training program to meet all the needs of companies in improving their management of customer risks and recovery. From initiation to expertise, all our internships are built by professionals for professionals. They meet needs clearly identified by our 1000 member companies.

INTRA FORMATION

A trainer selected by us based on your need, your business and your objectives, works with you to design a personalize program and comes to deliver the training on the dates you want on your premises or remotely.
A TRAINING OFFER

CREATION BY AFDCC 5 MODULES LINKED TO CREDIT MANAGEMENT AND RECOVERY:

- Module Collection manager for B to C
- Module Collection manager B to B
- Module Legal collection manager
- Module Credit Analyst
- Module Credit Manager

These 5 modules allow you to acquire the basics and tools necessary to take on functions related to Recovery and Credit Management.

VALIDATION OF PRIOR LEARNING EXPERIENCE:

Value your experience and obtain a graduate or give your employees this recognition. This system allows the obtaining of one of the 4 diplomas that we offer on the basis of a variable professional experience depending on the diploma.
A TRAINING OFFER
To deepen these modules, AFDCC has a diploma track

**COLLECTION AGENT**
• At distance
• Title RNCP Level 4
• Équivalence Bachelor
• One year in alternance
• 427 hours training

**COLLECTION MANAGER**
• At distance
• Title RNCP Level 5
• Equivalence Bachelor +2
• One year in alternance
• 512 hours training

**CRÉDIT ANALYST**
• PARIS / Possibility at distance
• Title RNCP Level 6
• Équivalence Bachelor +3
• One year in alternance
• 536 hours training
**PUBLISHING**

**YEAR BOOK**
The only tool that lists all Credit Management professionals who are members of AFDCC in France and abroad. A simple, valuable and practical book to easily get in touch with your counterparts.

**TRAINING CATALOG**
To meet the specific needs of businesses, AFDCC has been developing an adapted training offer for nearly 50 years.

**FONCTION CRÉDIT**
Professional magazine of reference for Credit Management businesses, published quarterly. It offers in-depth dossiers, interviews, legal information, key figures, fact sheets, sectoral information, life and opinions of the regions.

**PARTNERS GUIDE**
Guide des Professionnels du Credit Management edited by AFDCC, Association des Credit Managers. Find all the Partners of the profession in this book.
WEB

WEB SITE
Blog/News, event reports, Credit Management studies, fact sheets written by professionals for professionals: a whole business expertise in specific summary notes... All the tools for Credit Managers on our site.

JOB GRANT
Whether you are actively searching, listening to the market or recruiting, this space is dedicated to you. 100% dedicated to Credit Management, this tool has already enabled many professionals to find a job and many companies to find their new employees. Submit your ad and resume online for free.

NEWSLETTER
Thanks to our bi-monthly newsletter, you are up to date on the latest Credit Management news. You will find in particular: upcoming events, training but also articles on the evolution of your profession.

REPLAYS
To view or review all webinar-related presentations through your member access, please visit the “Docs and Publications” section of our site.